Stewards M. Fernholz, J. Jones, M. Herrmann
Veterinary Surgeon Dr. B. Agnew
Late Scratchings HE’S AUGUSTA LAD INJURY 10 DAYS + VET CERT

Race 1 G-SIX THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner LEDAIG LASS.
On the first turn LEDAIG LASS moved down checking BLACK DIESEL then LONG GULLY BETTY pulled up and in the process checked FLAMING BUBBLES, REALLY GARY and DUTCH COOKIES. LONG GULLY BETTY was reported for failing to pursue. Turning off the back straight DUTCH COOKIES raced wide and continued to race wide for the remainder of the event.
-LONG GULLY BETTY was vetted after the race with no injury detected. Stewards acting under GAR 69A (2) (a) suspended LONG GULLY BETTY for 28 days Gawler only and until the completion of a satisfactory trial.

Race 2 G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS MAIDEN STAKE 400m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner LOCK AND LOAD.
On the first turn KICK UP moved down checking GO FASHION GIRL then LYNDAWN’S ROSE moved down checking MOMBASA ZAC.

Race 3 G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE 400m Grade 6
-ZOE’S IMAGE was slow to begin. On the first turn ASTON THYLANE moved down checking HE’S A BURNER. Turning off the back straight HAYRIDE UMP checked around the heels of ZOE’S IMAGE then moved out taking STARLIGHT MEG wide.

Race 4 G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY OPEN STAKE 400m Open
-STIR CRAZY was slow to begin. Turning into the home straight DOLLY JO raced wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 5 SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE 400m Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner LILLEHAMMER. BLACK SOMBRERO was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 6 GIDDY UP STAKE 400m Grade 6
-On the first turn IROQUOIS LADY moved down checking SWEET LEE and EMERLEY ELUSIVE. Along the back straight IROQUOIS LADY ran onto the heels of CLARETOWN LILLY. Turning off the back straight IROQUOIS LADY checked around the heels of CLARETOWN LILLY then MAKING DOUGH moved out checking EMERLEY ELUSIVE.

Race 7 THE BUNYIP (N/P) STAKE 400m Masters
-Shortly after the start BLACK RUSKY moved down checking SO SI BONNE and OLARY. Turning off the back straight NUT ALLERGY moved down checking BLACK RUSKY then EMERLEY JOSE moved down checking VELOCITY FLAME. Along the home straight OLARY raced wide.

Race 8 GAWLER DRY CLEANERS MIXED STAKE 400m Mixed 4/5
-Along the back straight RIP THE BANDAID lost ground appearing injured. Turning into the home straight MISS EXCUSE raced wide. Along the home straight PERUZZI BOLONEY moved out taking VICTA NASH wide.
- RIP THE BANDAID was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 21 days.

Race 9 G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE 531m Grade 6
-On the first turn ZETLAND COUNTY checked around the heels of NANGAR COOKIE then NANGAR COOKIE moved out contacting JOFFA’S GALAXY and KID ME NEVER.

Race 10 G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY STAKE 400m Grade 6
-There were no racing incidents to report.
Race 11  G-SIX SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE  400m  Grade 6

-MORE VALUE and QUICK BURN were both slow to begin. On the first turn CARDHU TOO moved down making contact with FIRECRACKER MISS.

Race 12  G-SIX GIDDY UP STAKE  400m  Grade 6

-Turning off the back straight SHINING JEWEL ran onto the heels of BURNING VIXEN. There were no further racing incidents to report.

* Published subject to correction upon revision